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President's Message
I just returned from San Francisco in time to write another

timely message.
This year's show was another shining example of what the

G.C.S.A.A. has the ability to put together for the advancement
of all its participating members. It combined an outstanding
selection of talks and speakers; that again included several
members of our association, a bigger and better trade show.
(we not only saw the equipment - the age of videocassette now
allows us to see them in action. Amazingly they all perform
perfectly in front of a camera. I may start filming the crew every
morning), and of course, the lure of San Francisco; cable cars,
fine dining, excellent wine and a short trip to Monterey for pro-
fessional golf at its finest. All in all a good time was had by all.

Now back to reality. The start of the season may be just
around the corner, along with the continuation of our educa-
tional endeavors. The opportunity to test our new knowledge,
adding our own personal touches to an idea that sounded in-
teresting enough to try or venturing into unknown territories
that may bring us to the speakers podium at the conferences
of the future. Another aspect of this continuing education is par-
ticipation in the monthly meetings. With interest at an all time
high I will not dwell on this, I would just like to make com-
ment on the record attendance at the January meeting and
highlight the fine educational program the committee presented.

In reflecting on the growing interest in M.A.G.C.S. activities,
class A and B members will soon be receiving a follow up survey
similar to the survey conducted two years ago. Many members
found the results of the last survey invaluable. More participa-
tion will give an even better indication of the economic environ-
ment in Chicago. Prompt response will make the survey com-
mittees job easier.

On another note, the Illinois Turfgrass Foundation is about
to embark on a full scale membership drive. They hope to in-
crease the current membership of approximately 300 to at least
500. It behooves all of us to support the I.T.F., after all tur-
fgrass research and scholarship funding is the backbone of our
livelihoods. Making the University of Illinois the front runner
in this area should be a common goal of everyone in the golf-
ing community throughout the state. So, please give your sup-
port and encourage others to do the same.

Finally, special congratulations to Bill Roberts of Wisconsin
on his election to the G .C. S.A. A. board of directors. His elec-
tion and the re-election of Jerry Faubel from Michigan gives
the Midwest excellent national representation. Do not hesitate
to let these two leaders know how you feel about the future of
the G.C.S.A.A.

In closing, the dawn of spring brings an old adage someone
once told me, "when the snow melts and the other man's grass
seems greener, don't be downtrodden - it's probably poa."

David R. Behrman, CGCS
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Getting With Golf Again ...
The Great Lakes Region in '85

by James M. Latham, Director
Great Lakes Region, USGA Green Section

There's a lot ofland in the Great Lakes Region of the USGA
Green Section. There's also a great array of golf courses and
superintendents who maintain them. And with that mix of miles,
men and means I will be forever grateful that 1985 was, for
the most part, a gentle season for golf turf in this area.

First of all, the golfers started off happy - with one of the
earliest, driest springs I can remember. There were no weekend
rainouts. Cash flow was good. The pro shop staffs looked like
toothpaste salesmen at a dentist's convention. Milwaukee ac-
tually had springlike weather when the calendar said it should.
This was a first for me in 25 years here.

Superintendents, of course, have difficulties experienced by
no one else in golf. The beautiful weather brought June grass
growth in April with a January-size crew. The lovely
southwesterly breezes dried out the unfrozen soil more rapidly
than ever before and many irrigation systems weren't quite ready
for the midyear stresses in May. But hold on - that was here
in the flatlands. Our friends in the Dakotas and Montana were
having a helluva time with spring ice problems - the kind that
Jim Beard wrote classics about. Crown hydration ... dead grass
... recovery or reseeding or resodding. Like always, though,
perseverance paid off and their season was successful.

In the spring, stresses also gave rise to the early appearance
of the Xanthomonas bacterial problems in Toronto beat. The
real bad problem didn't surface until June or July, but what
appeared to be spots from fertilizer burn early on, passed final
I.D. as Decline. The range of affected greens was the range
that Toronto was planted, from Indianapolis to Minneapolis in
well-maintained greens on high quality golf course. The bullet
biting ranged from simple interseeding, to gassing and
reseeding, to full scale rebuilding and reseeding, to the whole
schmear of rebuilding with a new growing medium and all new
sod.

Speaking of grasses, I think that Penneagle is getting alot of
undeserved bad mouthing. Its only sin is that we don't know
how to handle it - yet. Some of us remember that Penncross
got the same treatment, because it didn't perform the way
Washington or Toronto or South German bents did under the
high nitrogen, high but programs then in use. Well, maybe we
need to change our thinking again. There are some good Pen-
neagle greens around. It makes no more sense to hang with a
one pound of N per 1,000 sq. ft. per year program now than
it did to stay with a six pound program earlier. But, if you don't
want to change programs, don't change turf varieties. It's just
that easy. Who said that new has to be better, anyway? New
is only different.

The industrialists who get the blame for the international arms
race are at it again except now they are working on golf courses.
They put the con on clubs to begin using triplex mowers to get
that 'Augusta-look' striping on fairways. This sells new mowers
all around. But it's not the whole story.

The real goal of these propagandists is to get financing to
develop new types of dethatching equipment and/or methods.
Just think of the potential in all those acres of fairways! Then,
when you get the bugs out, consider the gold in them thar lawns.
Golfers love THE LOOK, but when the flying iron shots start
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showing up these plotters know that the superintendent will pay
anything for a one-shot, one-day cure-all, whether it be animal,
vegetable or mineral. We didn't reach this condition in 1985,
but lightweight mowing must be counter-balanced by thatch
reduction and the sooner the better.

There is one other potential problem which accelerated in
1985 - the choice of topdressing materials for greens Just as
good suppliers of high quality sands are becoming known and
their products and pricing somewhat stabilized, new variables
are literally muddying the water. The variable is any untested
additive to a topdressing sand. You can have the best sand in
the world and mess it up royally with a poor grade of peat. How
does your 80/20 (or whatever mix) stack up? And who said
80/20 was good anyhow. How much silt or clay or very fine
sand is in the peat? The non-capillary pores (internal drainage
ways) in a Medium Sand are pretty small, so it doesn't take
much mud to block them. So why pay a premium for sand if
you trash it up with any, repeat any, unknown additive? This,
to me, is THE primary problem observed in the 1985 season.

Now here are the questions you need to answer:
1. If I can't judge sand quality off hand, how can I judge

peat quality?
2. Who can judge peat quality?
3. What is good peat quality?
4. What do I expect peat to do for me?
5. Why buy more trouble?

The fall of '85 was the season that balanced the Midwestern
year. Rotten! It was not a time for construction. Late fall and
early winter brought ice formation to some areas and prompted
a major mailing from my office. December is too early for
3-inch deep ice sheets - but they are still here in mid-January,
but the thaw just arrived. I hope the sprayer and fungicides are
ready if this thaw cycle continues.

From my angle, I'm grateful for a pleasant 1985. There were
enough problems with great variations to keep anyone busy.
It was not, however, a season devoted to putting out a lot of
fires so there was time to look a little deeper into basic manage-
ment techniques to get a handle on the direction that Midwestern
golf turf quality is heading. From where I sit this snowy January
morning, the direction is true and correct if we keep our minds
on the basics for program development and our eyes on the
cosmetics for people-pleasing maintenance operations. The two

-~re indeed compatible.
These are the things that make up the lure of the Green Sec-

tion today. Twenty-five years ago the work was mostly reac-
ting to day-to-day happen-stances and the swings of nature.
There is much less need for this today because golf course folks
are much better educated and have more sophisticated tools with
which to work. Note that I did not say smarter or better equip-
ped. Today, golfers get what some people believe are better
playing conditions. They certainly tax the skill of superin-
tendents more than ever before.

My thrill in getting back to total golf work is that with better
education and much more beneficial research involvement than
in the pat, golf course superintendents not only recognize the
real problems - soil conditions, water quality, the plants' sur-
vival capabilities and more - they are able to do something about
them. The next decade should end band-aid maintenance of golf
courses. I hope to be there, right in the middle of it and, hopeful-
ly, helping it happen.



Director's Column
Sean M. Daley

Ridge C.C.
With the great courses Al Fierst is lining up for this year,

the golf committee is working extra hard to make sure we have
some great events. The thing that makes them the best though,
is your participation.

At the most recent board of directors meeting, it was felt that
a better form of handicap control was needed. After lengthy
discussion, to ensure we were being fair, it was decided that
each person must have a certified handicap. By certified, I mean
a CDGA or a service approved by the USGA.

What if you don't have one now and can't get one? You con-
tact me. As a courtesy to us, the CDGA will compute your han-
dicap through our own golf committee. So you see, you have
no excuse. With that in mind, the board has also decided that
if you don't have a handicap, you will have to play at scratch.
Scratch as in a 0 handicap. We felt it was not fair to those that
have an established handicap to play against someone just pick-
ing one out of the air.

So, there you have it. I would personally like to see everyone
out there for our meetings this year. Here's to great golf in ' 86!

• • • •

LESCO Greensmower
designed by and for

today's turf professionals

• 18 H.P. twin-cylinder Kohler Magnum engine for added power
and long life.

• Hydraulic power steering for easy maneuverability

• Independent reel controls for multiple mowing patterns

• Reversible hydraulics to allow backlapping of individual cutting
units while on machine

• Center post steering for added safety and ease in climbing on
and off either side of machine

• Rocker foot pedal for raising and lowering
cutting units

• Automatic starting and stopping of reels

tlo~.
Qtdet

(800) 321.5325 ll~. (800) 362.7413
NATIONWIDE ~ IN OHIO

LESCO, Inc .• 20005 Lake Road, Rocky River, Ohio 44116. (216) 333-9250

For those of you who were unable
to attend one of the G.C.S.A.A.
seminars to Pheasant Run, you miss-
ed more than just a fine seminar.
Thanks to GCSAA and Peter Leuz-
inger, everyone attending had a
chance to enjoy some free entertain-
ment. The entertainment was in the
form of Miss Nancy Hays, a local
country-western singer. Not only was her performance very en-
joyable, but she also solicited some help from a few of our own
Midwest members. Wally Fuchs and Dave Ward each did a
rousing rendition of "Oh Lord, It's Hard to Be Humble" and
John Stephenson pitched in with an Elvis impersonation.
GCSAA is hoping to be able to bring us some entertainment
again at next year's seminars. Anyone that has a particular
seminar they would like to see locally feel free to contact Peter
Leuzinger.

From the Editor: I would like to apologize to Chicago
Turf and Irrigation, Illinois Lawn, and Interstate Battery,
and to our readers for this month's newsletter. It seems
that Uncle Sam lost our original paste up copy that I sent
to the printer. In it were original ad stats that couldn't
be repiaced in time for the printing deadline.
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Schroeder's Nursery, Inc.
Host of the I.L.C.A. Field Day - August 6, 1986

TREES • SHRUBS • EVERGREENS
RICHARD A. SCHROEDER

DON VIRGENS
CARL DRAVIS

Specializing in Large Caliper Trees
We offer complete installation

TELEPHONE: 312 - 546-9444
23379 W. Route 60 - Grayslake. Illinois 60030

Located on Route 60 between Rt. 12 (VOLO) & Rt. 83 (IVANHOE)

3524 LONG GROVE ROAD
LONG GROVE, ILLINOIS 60047 (312)438-5161

~tfl
LAWN CARE TREE CARE

Weed, Insect, Disease Control; Tree Spraying, Feeding,
Fertilizing, Core-airifying, Slit Seeding Surgery, Trimming, Removal

B. Haney & Sons, Inc.
COMPLETE TREE SERVICE

• TRIMMING. SPRAYING.

• SELECTIVE CUTTING.
WE "CARE"

FOR YOUR TREES • STUMP REMOVAL •

(312) 678.7809 • WOOD CHIPS •

3344 lincoln St., Franklin Park. Il 60131

HYDROSEEDING PRAIRIE SEEDING

PAR EX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS@
with IBDU@••• with IBDU/SCU@•••

with ADDITIVES.

RONSTAR. is a registered trademark ot ROI-IME-POULENC, INC DACTHAl' IS a regIstered trademark 01 S.D.S BIOTECH
DURSBAN. is a registered trademark of OOW CHEMICAL, USA .OFTANOl IS a regIstered trademark of the Parent Company

of Farben Fabriken-Bayer, GmbH. Leberkosen

26-3-5
24-2-9

sa.
reIea.w

~

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS for
PROFESSIONAL TURFGRASS MANAGERS.
We formulate our products to satisfy the regional nutritional require-
ments of your turf. MAny of these mixes contain our exclusive
nitrogen source, IBDU~ or our exclusive mixture IBDU/SCU. We are
now offering the best additives in our mixes: Ronstar,OODacthal~
Balan~ Dursban~ Oftanol~ and others. lielie ••,~
Check with your local Par Ex • ~A~
Territory Manager or Par Ex Distributor. PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

Territory Manager
Thomas E. Skinner

Keokuk, JA
319/524-8912

Turf Products ltd.
West Chicago, IL
312/668-5537

Rowland's Equipment, Inc.
Barrington, IL

312/381-1084
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ComR/tte
Go~ Course

'Co'lstructiol1

DEL KOELPER DARRELL KOELPER

BROUWER Triplex-376 mower
TURF EQUIPMENT LIMITED A TRULY PROfESSIONAL TRIPLEX MOWER

(312) 259-5827
(312) 359-6427
(312) 537-1770 (SHOP)

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL

For Quality Equipment, Service & Parts, Contact

~ CHRISTENSEN
~PO\NER
~ EB.UIPMENT INC

815 469 5898 MANHATTAN-MONEE RD •
•• FRANKFORT, IL i0423

ASK THE MAN WHO HAS USED IT.

HUMUS - BLACK SOIL

620 Webster St.
Algonquin, IL

60102
Area Code 312

658-5303

Custom blended to your specifications
by our modern equipment.

We sell an air-dried, uniform and
free flowing top dressing.

PRECISION BLENDED
TOP DRESSING

HENRY FRENZER

.. : :.- ..,

3900 Westlf;> ,
Markhan1,~t6 42{>
312-596-7200

from tee to
green ...

• PENNCROSS BENT SOD
• PENNEAGLE BENT SOD
• XL-100 BLEND SOD
• A FULL LINE OF LANDSCAPE

SUPPLIES
• DECORATIVE STONE
• LANDSCAPE

TIMBERS
Illinois' largest sad grower~.

Bent Sod That
Fits Your Course
To a Tee!
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Editor's note: The following letter was sent to Dave Meyer
and is interesting reading.
Aloha Dave!

I'm happy to report that I have landed on my feet here in
Hawaii. I am working at the Navy Marine Golf Course, the
flag ship golf course of Pearl Harbor.

In May I started as a night waterman and today, I find myself
in the role of Superintendent at long last. I still have a long way
to go here, Navy Marine has never had a professional
superintendent and many things we take as basic seem very far
out to my workers, many of whom have worked here better
than 15 years. It's easy for me though because Ray and I com-
pleted more projects in a month than they have ever considered
in twenty years. The mood of the management is to make
changes and to make them as I deem right. It's fun!

Anyway the reason for the letter is that I would like to re-
main a member of the Midwest. There is no local assocation
here in Hawaii, and my wife and I have not yet decided if she
and I will return to Chicago area in three years when she gets
out of the Navy. I value my membership in the Midwest and
would love to keep it. If there is any problem with this just void
my check and you can fill me in at San Francisco.

Look forward to seeing you soon,
Sean Hoolehan

English-Spanish Landscape
Management Clinic

@

The Hot Water Cleaner
For Heavy Duty Jobs

() 1976
TH~ HOTSY CORPORATION

Noon

2:00 P.M.

2:45 P.M.

25 SOUTH PARK STREET
ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

893-0777

Hand-cleaning is a tedious time-
waster. Hotsy saves employee time
and reduces down time on heavy ma-
chinery.

Oi rt can cri pp 1e equ i pment perfor-
mance. Hotsy removes industrial
grime faster and more economi ca lly
than steam cleaners can.

Hotsy will save you time and money:

• CALL FOR A FREE DEMONSTRA TlON.

hiiIiY @{l ~[liJD<5@]CW@oD[jQ<5o
SALES/SER VICE/RENTALS

90 Models-200 to 15,000 PSI

Clean Equipment Runs Better Longer

Let us Clean Something Dirty For You

10:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.

The University of Illinois Cooperative Extension Service and
the Illinois Landscape Contractor's Association will sponsor a
landscape clinic in English and Spanish for employees and
managers of landscape companies.

The program will be held Tuesday, March 11, 1986, at the
Elmhurst Country Club, Wood Dale, Illinois.

A.M. Session THE PROGRAM
8:30 A. M . Registration
9:00 A.M. Cost Factors - What Does It Cost to Do

Business? George Koziarz, Business Manage-
ment Consultant
Break
Weeds - Robert Schmerbauch, University of
Illinois, Grayslake
Diseases - James A. Fizzell, University of
Illinois, Rolling Meadows
Insects - Dr. Philip Nixon, University of
Illinois, Oakbrook
Lunch

P.M. Session
1:15 P.M. Pruning Shrubs & Small Trees - Floyd Giles,

University of Illinois, Urbana
What Are Pesticides (Weed & Feed, etc., and
the necessity of licensing) - Dr. Philip Nixon
Planting Trees, Shrubs, Sod -
Robert Schmerbauch

The interpreter will be Mr. Miguel Sanchez, Farm Foreman,
University of Illinois Experiment Station, St. Charles.

Registration is $15.00 per person, Make checks payable to
Cook County Horticulture Association and mail to 4200 W.
Euclid, Rolling Meadows; IL 60008.
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2 N 255 County Farm Rd. West Chicago, IL 60185
Phone: (312) 668-5537

PEERLESSFENCECO.
3N381 Powis Rd.
West Chicago, IL

-Chain-Link Fencing - Driving Range Fencing
-Wood Fencing -Tee Protection Fencing
-Special Gates -Wood & Steel Guard-Rails

-Golf Course Work Our Specialty
312/584-7710 Hal Laman

WHOLESALE jt~.LAKE COOK
~ FARM

SUPPLIER for ~ SUPPLY

Landscapers I Nurserymen I Golf Courses
• Turf and Agricultural Chemicals
• Common and Elite Turf Grass Seed
• Union Fork Tools
• Peat Moss - Bark - Mulches
• Root Lowell Sprayers
• Shaws and F.S. Fertilizers

"Golf Course Work a Specialty"

LEMONT PAVING CO.
Lemont, IL 60439

Jim, Tracy, Ray Murphy 257-6701

NATIONAL CHEMSEARCH CORP.
1001 Craig Road

S1. Louis, Missouri 63146

GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION
SALES CO_

Div. of Halloran & Yauch, Inc.
2040 Lehigh Ave., Glenview, IL 60025

CUSTOM PUMP HOUSE
CONSTRUCTION & REMODELINGI

IRRIGATION INSTALLATION
& REMODELINGI

GOLF COURSE DRAINAGE SYSTEMSI
CUSTOM BLENDING OF BULK FERTILIZERS

OUR SPECIAL TV
Pickup or Delivered from our Bulk Fertilizer Plant

Custom Fertilizer Spreading Available

DISTRIBUTORS OF F.S. PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

GASOLINE. LUBE OIL. DIESEL FUEL

~ LAKE COOKFARM SUPPLY
PETROLEUM TURF BULK FERTILIZER

DIVISION DIVISION PLANT
101 E. MAIN ST. 1214W NORTHWEST HWY. 170 CEDAR AVE.

LAKE ZURICH, Il 60047 PALATINE, Il 60067 LAKE VilLA, Il 60046

540-0100 991-4800 356-9600
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Start Planning Next Year's Garden Now
Winter is here! For most of us gardeners this is a time to

reflect on the past season and plan for next year. (We gardeners
are certainly incurable optimists, aren't we.)

According to James A. Fizzell, University of Illinois Hor-
ticulturist in Cook County there is no better time to look over
the many vegetable seed catalogs we have at our fingertips. A
good companion publication to have is the University of Illinois
list of recommended varieties. Drop a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to our office at 4200 West Euclid, Rolling Meadows,
IL 60008 and request a copy. If you don't receive any seed
catalogs, .ask ~s for a copy of fact sheet entitled "Sou~ces of
Vegetable Seeds" for a list of reputable seed compames.

Many of us tend to get carried away when we look at seed
catalogs and want to try all the new varieties listed, especially
those that show pictures of large luscious vegetables that are,
"sure to grow the best in your area."

Here is where the disappointment comes in. Not all vegetable
varieties do well in Illinois. Gardeners that select vegetables
on the basis of size and color or by a "hit or miss" approach
might find that the vegetable variety will not perform as it was
advertised due to our tough climate.

In order to "play it safe", it's best to refer to the recom-
mended vegetable varieties fact sheet when looking through the
seed catalogs. The varieties listed in this publication have been
tested extensively by University of Illinois researchers and many

have some disease resistance or tolerance incorporated in them.
These varieties have proven themselves for several years under
Illinois growing conditions before they are added to the list.
It's a shame to put in your time and money in vegetable garden-
ing, only to find that your efforts have been wasted by varieties
that did not live up to your expectations.

On the other hand, do not be afraid to try new varieties on
a limited basis too. Several new vegetable varieties have just
been released that you might wish to try on a experimental basis.
Don't rely on them for your total production in case they don't
perform ..

The All America Selections are probably the least rIsky
because they have been tested throughout the U. S. and found
to be good in all areas. This doesn't mean they are the best in
every location, however.

There are three All American Selections, for 1986. Cosmos
'Summer Red' has improved dwarf habit and prolific blooms
all season. Good for cutting.

Okra 'Blondy' produces an abundance of spineless pods on
a compact plant.

Sweet corn, "How Sweet It Is", is white and has elevated
sugars for outstanding gourmet flavor.

If you have room, plan to give these a try along with your
favorites.

James A. Fizzell, Sr. Ext. Adviser
Horticulture

naiad
Chicagoland Distributors:

Turf Products, Ltd. 80 Jo Turf Supply Co.
2 N 255 County Farm Rd. RR No.1 Box 101
West Chicago, IL 60185 Peotone, IL 60468
(312) 668-5537 I 231-8441 (312) 258-3485

Home Office: Naiad Co. Ploasanton, CA (415) 462-5855

(j<V
Minimal Run-Off On Banks And Slopes.
LESS Irrigation Water Used. LESS Labor Is Needed. ~

LESS Electrical Pump Energy Required .. , ~ I~:a
THE EASE ... ~
One-Step Application. NAIAD
Metering Pumps Inject NAlAD ~~
Directly Into Irrigation
System, Or,Use The
NAIADrencher
Tool For Trouble
Spot Appli-
cations.

THE LOOK ...
Greener, More Uniform Turf Color .• .Including Banks And Slopes.

The Wetting Agent with Proven Results.
Over 500 Golf Courses in the U.S.A.
use NAIAD Central Injection Systems.
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Taro' and Groundmaster 72'
are registered trademarks of
the TORO Co.

Enhance the venatilily
of your Toro@ Groundsmaster 72@
wilhOlalhe Oullronl AUachmenls.

)£
BLOWER f / " 0 "W

MODEL 67 "/-- ~' ,
Attaches easily to the Taro Grounds-
master 72' . Hurricane force Win~ ~
relocates leaves, grass & debns /IIY~
for easier pick up - speeds . l -
sweeping operations. - -1" -
Handy directional ~~ ~; . ~.irlJJ
chute controlled ~'J'~' _ 'F
from the operator's seat " ~ :'; '.;
removes moisture from greens . ~-,_' '

& tees. Blows sand & debris '(. ~
off paths, fairways or park- ~
ing lots.

AERATOR/SEEDER
MODEL 82

The Olathe Model 82 is a slit seeder: a method of
seeding where seed is dropped into parallel slits in

the ground at a recommended Y4" depth, with
11 seeds per inch. Seed flow is adjust-

able to rate and seed size. With a
seeding swath of 30" (10" rows of

seed on 3" centers) the hopper has a
1.5 cubic ft. capacity and will hold 35 lbs.

of Kentucky bluegrass.
There are ten 10 ga., 10 pt. thatching

blades with 3" spacing made of heat
treated steel. Thatching depth is

0" to 11/2".

The seeder is ground driven while the
thatcher is powered by the Groundmaster's

P.T.O.

Chicago Turf a Irrigation Inc.
911 Hilltop Drive. Itasca, IL 60143

(312) 773-5555
Call for FREE Demonstration!
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